Finding Your Voice

IT in Higher Education –
the problem and what works
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Figure 4-5. Area reconnaissance sketch close-range observation.
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Ciudad subterránea de Derinkuyu

1. Entrada habilitada al turismo
2. Entradas no habilitadas
3. Canal
4. Chimeneas de ventilación y pozos
5. Iglesia
6. Puertas de piedra
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Mentor, Mentee
Building futures, learning together

**mentor**: a wise and trusted counselor or teacher; an influential senior sponsor or supporter. **mentee**: a person who is guided by a mentor.
Comedy and tragedy masks
CORONATION OF HER MAJESTY
QUEEN ELIZABETH II

By Command of The Queen

the Earl Marshal is directed to invite

Sir Humphrey J. Appleby

to be present at the Abbey Church of
Westminster on the 2nd day of June 1953

Norfolk.

Earl Marshal
Yes You!